
SUSTAINING THE GIFT OF THE GOLDEN CHAIN MAIL 

 

“… the golden chain mail is the greatest weapon you have to thwart the agenda of the reincarnated 

Atlanteans and the false hierarchy of fallen angels who support them.”  

-Apollo and Lumina, POW Vol.38 No.31, July 16, 1995 

“Do you see what I mean, blessed ones?  This is an etheric gift which we are conferring upon 

the earth this morning. And this gift requires a specific action of mankind’s attention being fed into it 

in order that the power of Light may retain this power of the golden chain mail armour anchoring 

mankind into the purity of his divine radiance.” 

“We hope to insulate mankind from the psychic realm as much as possible and establish a curtain of 

great power so that this realm will become somewhat isolated from mankind and exceedingly difficult to 

pierce. It is our hope that this will bring about a great wall of light between the octave of psychic 

substance and the human consciousness of mankind, making it extremely difficult for those individuals 

engaged in psychic practices to actually contact the psychic octave.... I thank you and I am counting on 

you, as is the lovely Goddess Meru, to sustain this action of mighty assistance poured out in this day to 

the earth and all mankind upon it....” 

 - God Meru POW Vol. 29 No. 15, April 13, 1986 

 

eloved mighty victorious Presence of Almighty God, the One Substance, the One 
Energy, the One Power, the One Intelligence, the Source of all Life, Light, and Love:  

We!  The one body of God on earth, formed from the one geometry of divinity, the 
expression of the one divine energyClaim! Our Oness with Thee!  Claim! the power, 
wisdom, and love of the divine spark you have placed within our hearts.  Let us be your 
heart, your head, and your hand in action—our hearts, Thy heart beating as one.…  

I draw forth the mantle, authority and empowerment of every Ascended Master of the 
Great White Brotherhood, all Buddhas, Cosmic Christs and all Ascended and Cosmic 
Beings with the authority to release Sacred Fire, Cosmic Light, and Dispensations to the 
Earth: Beloved Seven Solar Logoi, Beloved Alpha and Omega, Helios and Vesta, Apollo and 
Lumina, Beloved Mighty Victory, Archangel Jophiel and Christine, Archangel Uriel and 
Aurora, Beloved God and Goddess Meru, Beloved El Morya, Serapis Bey, Queen of Light, 
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Angel Deva of the Jade Temple, angel devas from around the world, beloved Guru Ma and 
Lanello and the entire spirit of the Great White Brotherhood:  

I call for the amplification of THE COAT OF GOLDEN CHAIN MAIL action that took place on 
July 26, 1964 in Los Angeles released by God Meru through the Messenger Mark L. Prophet. 
I demand a 100% release and re-release of the original fire delivered from the Causal Body 
of the God Meru for the wondrous outpouring of his love from the Andes unto the world. 
And as this love flows forth, let the golden armour of holy illumination’s flame be placed in 
the consciousness of all on Terra to wrap and enfold them round their entire four lower 
bodies. Let this magnificent chain mail plug the gaps in mankind’s consciousness for 
protection from the penetration of psychic substance. Let this Golden Armour stay the 
arrows and pestilences that infest the world! And by this gift of the Golden Flame of divine 

illumination may men walk in robes of righteousness, reflecting the 
golden-age radiance, and anchoring mankind into the purity of his 
own divine radiance. 
 
We, the One Body of God on earth, invoke the right use of divine 
power! Let golden radiance from the heart of many angel devas from 
around the world now charge the Christ of the Andes, the monument 
on the border of Chile and Argentina, with this divine power. Let this 
magnificent statue of light be touched by a rod 
of power held in the hands of the Angel Deva 
of the Jade Temple to cause a spiritual white 
radiance of cosmic light to be released from 
this statue. Queen of Light, intensify this action 
by releasing vast quantities of Light from an 
Ancient Temple in South America! Beam this 
spiritual radiance out in an omnidirectional 
manner to weave a filigree net of golden flame; 

great cables of golden light substance contacting the entire 
periphery of the earth’s surface tying all of the monuments on terra 
that are constructive into one vast network of Golden Armour. 
 
Great Angelic Host, contact persons and places and conditions and 
things which are vibrating in consonance with this action of Light to weave and interweave 
all into this marvelous pattern of Golden Radiant currents of Light! And as these currents 
follow the curvature of the earth, let them incite a cosmic action of Love and Light 
wherever they contact the spires of worship of mankind weaving together the energies of 
Christian, Moslem, Jew and Buddhist, and the many religions of the world into a 

consecrated chalice and forcefield to protect the physical plane from the 
intrusion of the astral hordes. 
 
Beloved El Morya, further augment this Great Chain Mail with blue-white 
diamonds that have a magnificent power of repulsion!the power that causes 
an instantaneous chemicalization of karmic recompense against any psychic 
forces attempting to penetrate this chain mail. Beloved Serapis, reinforce with 



chain mail of fiery blue energy made of impervious light substance. Angels of Serapis, 
weave a filigree net of blue flame, a most intense fiery blue, establishing waves, giant waves 
of light invincible between the physical and the astral planes. Hosts of the Lord, drape this 
reinforced golden chain mail over the planetary body. Let it cork the bottle of hell! And be 
an invincible barrier to the hordes of darkness and violence that seeks to erupt from the 
astral plane into the physical. Let it thwart the agenda of the reincarnated Atlanteans, and 
the false hierarchy of fallen angels who support them! Seal the minds and souls of the 
children and youth from the darkness targeted against them.  
 
In the name of Apollo and Lumina, I call to the heart of the God and Goddess Meru for a 
personalized segment of the golden chain mail coated with blue white diamonds to be 
designed for me, my family and every lightbearer, every son and daughter of God to wear 
as an armor to seal our souls, etheric bodies and etheric doubles from the astral plane and 
levels of death and hell. Plug the gaps in our consciousness to protect our forcefield from 
the penetration of psychic substance and psychic manipulation....Fully insulate us from 
psychic activity and alien manipulation and establish a curtain of great power; making it 
exceedingly difficult for those engaged in psychic practices to contact the physical octave. 
 
Almighty God, drive back the antichrists who have wreaked havoc in their determination to 
destroy this civilization. Drive them back and confine them to the depths of Death and Hell, 
where they belong, until the hour of their judgment is come!   Bind their misuse of Saint 
Germain’s technology and the spread of their wares of rebellion, suicide and violence 
through their dark music, MTV, television, video games, movies, and the media!  I call forth 
the wondrous alchemy of the golden chain mail for rethinking and remaking civilization!  
 
Leader:  

Beloved Godfre told us:". . .You can say it out loud: 'I AM this thing for which I call!' Right then your Presence and 

the Ascended Masters gazing down upon the Light you have released, see that Flash of Light, and down comes the 

Fulfillment of your call, because the Flash of Light is the magnetic pull which draws it to you! Now do you know 

what acceptance is? You are accepting the Fulfillment of your call when you acknowledge you are Its Fulfillment, 

and say: 'I AM the Fulfillment of my every call!' My dear ones, you cannot speak those words with that fierce 

determined feeling and not have your Manifestation! . . . " Let us do this together, …. 

 
I am the Fulfillment of my every call! (3x) 
 
I demand this physically manifest!   
I expect this physically manifest!  
I am this physically *manifest* (3x) In all our ascended JESUS CHRIST victory, light and 
freedom attained right now and forever!  O *Mighty I AM!* (3x)… 

  
I express my deep gratitude to the Beloved God and Goddess Meru for this tremendous 
boon to the earth in this day and age, and I pledge my attention to this gift in order to 
reinforce and sustain this mighty action so that it may be a permanent action for the earth. 

So be it. It is done. It is finished. It is sealed.        The zeal of the Lord will perform it! (9x) 

In the name of Almighty God, Lord Maximus, maximize the action of our prayers! (3x)  Amen. 


